
 

Become	a	light‐house.	Start	teaching	people	to	reach	
their	higher	potential	with	the	LFV	COURSE	

You may have read the books Wisdom	of	the	Dolphins
or Dolphins,	Love	&	Destiny by Ilona	Selke, have seen
us on TV, or You Tube, heard about us on radio, or on 
a Summit, read about us in an article, taken the Living	

From	Vision®. 

Whatever brought you to this point in your life, we are
welcoming you to enter a new dimension of your life
together with us! 

As we continue on the path of modern humanity, the
need to access the higher dimensions of our
consciousness. It is becoming paramount. But none of 
that is being taught in our regulars schooling systems. 

We live in a co-creative, dreaming universe, and for the
evolution of our soul we need to also train the co-
creative power of our consciousness, lest we become
robotic.  

Many people yearn to feel connected to deeper
wisdom and connecting to understanding our human 
and personal purpose in our life is becoming
paramount. 

 

  HOW 	TO 	BECOME 	A 	 	

LIVING 	FROM 	VISION 	TEACHER 	

STEP	 I: You will need to complete one cycle of 
studying the Living	 From	 Vision®	 course first by 
yourself, at least once, preferably several times.  

STEP	II: After your personal experience of the LFV-
course yourself, you will follow the LFV-Online
Teacher-Training together with at least one other 
LFV Teacher in training. In tandem with the LFV-
Teacher-Training Handbook with 4 test persons of 
your choice under the tutelage of your LFV-Coach
you will perfect your skills. 

STEP	III: Following that you will be teaching for one 
full 5-week cycle the LFV-Course to at least 4 
students, in person, in order to qualify as a Living	
From	Vision®	teacher. 

STEP	 IV: You practice the LEARNING FROM 
PPORBLEMS Technique with student in 6 one-on-
one sessions. 

This format of being a student	 teacher	 of	 the	
Living	 from	Vision® gives you a chance to teach,
while your students understand that you are
practice-teaching them. Your LFV-mentor will help 
you with personal coaching sessions.  

STEP	V: Upon completion of teaching your Living	
From	Vision®	 course, your students will fill out a	
feedback	form, which you will find at the end of the 
fifth week Living From Vision workbook 

STEP	VI: Upon satisfactory review by the LFV office 
in the USA you qualify to receive your Living	From	
Vision®	Teacher	Certificate 

  

 

LIVING 
FROM 
VISION 

    MAKE	A	DIFFERENCE!		

BECOME	A	LFV‐TEACHER	OR				
LFV‐COACH!	



WATCH	THIS	SHORT	VIDEO	ABOUT	
HOW	TO	TEACH	THE	LFV	COURSE	

	

 LFV	‐Teacher	Training Online Course or a 
live training in Bali 

 5	LFV‐	Large	Workbook & LFV	Day‐
Planner	little	work	book	&	LFV	APP	

 1	set	of	LFV‐	Teacher	Notes	in	PRINT	
 The	LFV‐	TEACHER’s	NOTES	as	PDF	
 The	Teacher	Training	Online	Course	

 LEARNING	FROM	PROBLEMS	worksheet 
 Eligible	for	POWER	POINT	

PRESNETIATION 

 

 

 

 

 

The	Living	From	Vision®	course	is	teaching	how	to	
create	and	manifest	your	dreams	and	our	goals,	and	

align	with	your	higher	life's	purpose.		

Goals	can	either	be	internal	states	or	external	creations,	it	
is	up	to	you!	

BONUS:  

 Template for your own LFV‐Brochure 
 1 book Alin	Learns	To	Use	His	Imagination	with CDs 
 4 E-books Wisdom	of	the	Dolphins	by Ilona	Selke. 

 Best	of	Mind	Journey	Music via Download  
 1	Inner	Spheres	Music	(2	CD) via Download  

 
 

 
 

 

AFTER RECEIVING YOUR MATERIALS    

1.)	 Go through the Living	From	Vision®	self-study course 
during 5 weeks. 

2.)	 Set up a practice study group and teach at least 4 
students, along with your LFV-Coaching Sessions. 

3.)	 At the end of the class your students will fill out a 
FEEDBACK FROMS for our review.  

4.)	 After satisfactory completion and review of your 
FEEDBACK from your practice class you will receive 
your certificate to teach the	Living	From	Vision®	
Course. 

 

 

LIVING 	FROM 	VISION 	

P.O.	Box	1530	

Stanwood,	WA	98292	USA	

+1‐360	387	5713	

www.livingfromvision.com	

Email:	info@livingfromvision.com	
	

 

 

  

 

JOIN AN INTERNATIONAL GROUP OF LFV 
COACHES & LFV TEACHERS 

The power of this course comes from the 
fact that we teach very effective 
techniques on accessing the 
subconscious as well as superconscious
mind. People gain more control over 
their lives by opening to the more 
powerful part of their mind and spirit, the
higher seat of intuition. 

Students are gently guided to access 
higher dimensions in the pursuit of 
learning to manifest their goals and 
dreams via the language of imagery that 
speaks to the subconscious mind directly. 

Over five weeks students practice habits 
that enable them to make remarkable 
changes in their lives. Manifesting goals 
is the first outward step toward realizing 
that we are co-creators in this alive 
universe.  

In this way the Living	 From	 Vision®

course teaches the fundamentals of a 
spiritual life without dogma. 

 

 

 

 


